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Crystal structure of graphite under
room-temperature compression and
decompression
Yuejian Wang1,2, Joseph E. Panzik1, Boris Kiefer3 & Kanani K. M. Lee1
1Department of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, 2Department of Physics, Oakland University,
Rochester, MI, 48309, 3Department of Physics, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003.
Recently, sophisticated theoretical computational studies have proposed several new crystal structures of
carbon (e.g., bct-C4, H-, M-, R-, S-, W-, and Z-carbon). However, until now, there lacked experimental
evidence to verify the predicted high-pressure structures for cold-compressed elemental carbon at least up to
50 GPa. Here we present direct experimental evidence that this enigmatic high-pressure structure is
currently only consistent withM-carbon, one of the proposed carbon structures. Furthermore, we show that
this phase transition is extremely sluggish, which led to the observed broad x-ray diffraction peaks in
previous studies and hindered the proper identification of the post-graphite phase in cold-compressed
carbon.
T
he synthesis of diamond from graphite under high pressures and high temperatures1 has had revolutionary
impacts on modern society ranging from industrial applications such as the manufacture of superhard
materials, to technological advances in contemporary high-tech applications, and to scientific exploration of
materials’ behavior under extreme conditions2–4. Since then, the high-pressure behavior of graphite has been
extensively studied for the purpose of understanding the mechanisms and pathways of its structural transforma-
tion as well as the discovery of new superhard materials which may be harder than diamond5–17. Unlike the direct
transition from graphite to cubic diamond under simultaneously high pressures and high temperatures, the phase
transition of cold-compressed graphite has been an enigma for over fifty years. The first indication of a post-
graphite phase was based on a remarkable increase in the electrical resistance when it was compressed to pressures
above,15 GPa18,19 at room temperature. This new carbon phase was initially indexed as a cubic, non-diamond
structure18 and alternatively as hexagonal diamond6,19. However, the lack of the characteristic Raman band of the
post-graphite phase near the,1332 cm21 spectral region20 shed doubt on the validity of hexagonal diamond for
this post-graphite phase. Although the occurrence of a phase transformation of graphite at,15 GPa was further
confirmed by a series of observations: a rapid drop in optical reflectivity10,21,22, the broadening of Raman spectra in
the high-frequency region near 1580 cm21 10,22 and the onset of transparency14,23, the nature of the post-graphite
phase remains poorly understood, and even its crystal structure is not well-determined. Recently, theoretical
computations have proposed many possible structures for the high-pressure, room-temperature graphite phase.
Oganov&Glass predicted, for the first time, that this post-graphite phase has amonoclinic C2/m structure24, later
dubbed M-carbon and identified as superhard25. The estimated hardness and computed bulk modulus suggest
that M-carbon is comparable in strength to cubic diamond25, consistent with observations of surface damage on
the diamond anvils by the post-graphite phase under high pressure5. However, several other crystal structures
have also been proposed by first-principles computations. A body-centered tetragonal structure (bct-C4),
together with M-carbon may better explain the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of post-graphite26. Other studies
have predicted that under high pressure, graphite may adopt structures such as a metallic carbon structure (K4)27,
orthorhombic polymorphs (e.g., C-, H-, R-, S-,W-, Z-, Z-ACA, Z-CACB, Z4-A3B1 andA4-A2B2 carbon)28–34, or a
carbon allotrope derived by substituting each atom in diamond with a carbon tetrahedron (T-carbon)35. The K4
structure has since been determined to be dynamically unstable36, and T-carbon is only energetically favorable for
expanded volumes (rather than compressed volumes)35, thus we do not discuss these structures further. To date,
there lacks definitive experimental data to verify and evaluate the computational structure predictions.
Furthermore, previous experimental studies were performed at pressures below 30 GPa with a focus on the
compressional behavior of the low-pressure H-graphite phase6,8,10,14. Additionally, the evolution of optical prop-
erties23 as well as electrical resistance of graphite37 at constant loading has been reported to be sluggish. In this
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study, we investigate the behavior of highly-ordered pyrolitic graph-
ite (HOPG) up to ,50 GPa at room temperature using a variety of
techniques including in-situ synchrotron XRD, optical microscopy
and Raman spectroscopy in a diamond-anvil cell (DAC) and scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) on quenched samples. XRD pat-
terns were collected during compression and decompression as well
as with long relaxation times (61 hours) between pressure changes
near the phase transition to explore the kinetics of the graphite phase
transformation at high pressures and room temperature.
Results
High-Pressure Diamond-Anvil Cell Experiments X-ray Diffraction.
The compression behavior of graphite was investigated by synchrotron
XRD (Fig. 1). At pressures up to ,19 GPa, the (002) peak of H-
graphite shifts more rapidly toward smaller d-spacing than the other
H-graphite peaks, confirming that the compressibility of H-graphite is
highly anisotropic with the c-axis much more compressible than the a-
axis8,10 (Fig. 2a, Table 1). At a pressure of,19.2 GPa, a new diffraction
line between the (100) and (101) peaks of H-graphite appeared after
1001 hours at this loading (Fig. 1), and its intensity increased with
experiment duration and applied pressure.
The observed phase transition pressure is higher than previously
reported, 11–18.4 GPa, which may be attributed either to the differ-
ences of the starting materials5,6,8,10,20,23 used in the experiments or to the
level of hydrostaticity in the sample chamber5. At a pressure of
,37 GPa, H-graphite has completely transformed into the post-graph-
ite phase, which can be indexed as M-carbon25. However, because of the
low scattering power (low-Z) of carbon and preferred orientation
developed under high pressure, many of the theoretically predicted
M-carbon peaks are not observed in the XRD patterns. The predicted
peak positions of diamond, hexagonal diamond6,19, bct-C426, H-33, R-31,
S-33, W-32, Z-30, Z-ACA34,Z-CACB34, Z4-A3B134 and A4-A2B234 carbon
structures were also tested against the XRDmeasurements, however the
predicted x-ray peaks for the monoclinic M-carbon structure fit all
observed peaks whereas the other structures do not, primarily the high
d-spacing peak at ,2.7 A˚ is lacking in all other structures (Fig. 3).
The XRD peaks are observed to broaden with increasing pressures
above 19.2 GPa (Fig. 1), consistent with peak broadening observed in
Figure 1 | Synchrotron XRD patterns of H-graphite and its successive phases under cold compression. The bottom portion of the figure shows XRD
patterns obtained on compression, whereas the upper portion contains XRD patterns acquired on decompression. The hkl indices for H-graphite, M-
carbon and R-graphite are marked on the patterns acquired at 16.9, 49.5, 29.3, and 23.8 GPa, respectively. Among them, peaks (003) and (012) belong to
R-graphite. At 19.2 GPa, the first evidence ofM-carbon, the (2111) peak (themost intense peak predicted), appears between the (100) and (101) peaks of
H-graphite. On compression and below 36.9 GPa, all of the XRD patterns are collected after at least 6–9 hours relaxation. Above 36.9 GPa and on
decompression, we collect XRD data immediately upon pressure change.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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a previous study that used helium as a pressure medium5. The broad
diffraction peaks indicate that the M-carbon phase has a small grain
size (,100 nm), as evidenced by SEM images and Raman spectro-
scopy taken on quench (Fig. 4). Additionally, the minimal XRD peak
shift over a pressure range of 19.2–49.8 GPa suggests that M-carbon
is highly incompressible (Figs. 1 and 2b). Because H-graphite is soft,
at least along the c-axis, the measured pressure uncertainties before
the phase transition are small,,0.2%. In contrast, at pressures above
the phase transition (P $ 19.2 GPa), the pressure uncertainties
monotonically increase suggesting that large stress gradients develop
across the sample chamber after the onset of the phase transforma-
tion corroborating the highly incompressible nature for M-carbon.
Even with peak broadening, the XRD peaks in the present study are
better resolved, without the use of a pressure medium, and provide
good constraints for the crystal structure of the post-graphite phase.
The better-resolved XRD peaks can be attributed to significantly
longer relaxation times in the present studywhile the remaining large
width of the XRD peaks can be ascribed to the small grain size and
non-hydrostatic stress conditions across the sample.
On decompression, beginning at ,29.3 GPa (Fig. 1), the dif-
fraction line near ,3 A˚ becomes significantly more broad and also
shows an abrupt shift to higher d-spacing, indicating that carbon
experiences another phase change. The rapid peak shift excludes
the possibility that the new phase is cubic diamond or hexagonal
diamond or any other highly-incompressible form of carbon.
Among all of the known carbon phases, only hexagonal and
rhombohedral graphite (R-graphite) exhibit the anisotropic com-
pressibility along different crystallographic axes8. Additionally, the
measured d-spacing values at 29.3 GPa are larger than those at
16.9 GPa during compression, ruling out the possibility that the
decompression phase is H-graphite. The only known carbon
phase with this characteristic is R-graphite. This is also consistent
with a previous study that also observed R-graphite on decom-
pression8. Here, M-carbon coexists with R-graphite as evidenced
Figure 2 | Unit-cell volume as well as lattice parameters as function of pressure forH-graphite andM-carbon, respectively. (a) Lattice parameters a and
c of H-graphite versus pressure. As the lattice parameters of H-graphite have very different compressibilities, we also fit lattice parameters a and c to a
Birch-Murnaghan-like formulism. (b) Lattice parameters a, b, c, and monoclinic angle b of M-carbon versus pressure. (c) Measured unit-cell volume
versus pressure for H-graphite (circles), and M-carbon (squares) with corresponding Birch-Murnaghan EOSs. The solid lines represent the Birch-
Murnaghan EOS fits (Table 1). The dashed line represents the predicted results by Li et al.25. The two data points at 8.6 and 6.2 GPa lay slightly off the P-V
curves of H-graphite suggest that at these pressures R-graphite may coexist with H-graphite. Data collected on compression (filled symbols) and
decompression (open symbols) are shown.
Table 1 | The lattice parameters and volume per atom in H-graphite and M-carbon, as well as the corresponding Birch-Murnaghan EOS
parameters, assuming K0x’ 5 4. Uncertainties are given in parentheses. V0 represents the volume occupied by each atom. Note that for H-
graphite, K0a?K0c, indicative of the highly anisotropic nature of graphite. For M-carbon, the monoclinic angle b is measured and fluctuates
with pressure (Fig. 2), thus we assume an average value of 97.38u (0.79u). The Birch-Murnaghan-like EOS fit for the lattice parameters is for
data collected on compression, whereas all of the volume data is used to fit the complete Birch-Murnaghan EOS. Where values are not
available or given, NA is noted.
a0 (A˚) K0a (GPa) b0 (A˚) K0b (GPa) c0 (A˚) K0c (GPa) b (deg) V0a (A˚3) V0b (A˚3) K0b (GPa) Ref
H-graphite 2.462
(0.001)
442
(6)
6.721
(0.002)
12.0
(0.1)
8.817
(0.011)
57.3
(0.8)
Present
work
2.461
(NA)
516
(41)
6.708
(NA)
14.9
(0.5)
8.797
(NA)
67.4
(3.8)
9
2.459
(0.004)
481
(32)
6.706
(0.003)
11.9
(0.1)
8.78
(0.01)
51.2
(1.4)
10
M-carbon 9.123
(0.001)
527
(2)
2.559
(0.001)
271
(1)
4.088
(0.001)
267
(1)
97.38
(0.79)
5.91
(0.05)
5.84
(0.05)
365
(38)
Present
work
9.089
(NA)
NA 2.496
(NA)
NA 4.104
(NA)
NA 96.96
(NA)
5.78
(NA)
431.2
(NA)
25
aV0 as calculated by zero pressure lattice parameters determined by linear Birch-Murnaghan-like fit.
bV0 and K0 as determined by Birch-Murnaghan EOS fit.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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by two R-graphite peaks: (003) as shown by the dashed outline in
Fig. 1 and (012) at a pressure of 23.8 GPa in addition to the
M-carbon peaks. On further decompression, the sample reverts
completely back to H-graphite.
Raman Spectroscopy. The XRD results are consistent with Raman
spectra taken of graphite collected under compression (Fig. 5). From
the spectra, we can clearly see that starting at,20 GPa, the G band of
graphite broadens with pressure. At higher pressures, the peak
widens and its intensity decreases. As Raman spectra reflect
bonding rather than the atom arrangement in lattice planes as
measured by x-rays, the change in Raman bands also suggests that
at ,20 GPa, graphite transforms into a new phase, consistent with
our XRD measurements. However, in the present study we are
unfortunately unable to verify sp3 bond formation because of the
strong overlapping D band of the diamond anvil. Previous
Figure 3 | XRD pattern at ,50 GPa and corresponding predicted XRD peaks for M-carbon (hkl’s used to determine volume are labeled), bct-C4, H-
carbon, R-carbon, S-carbon, W-carbon, Z-carbon, cubic diamond (C-diamond) and hexagonal diamond (H-diamond) are shown as vertical lines.
Figure 4 | Raman spectra and SEM images of the recovered samples and starting HOPG at ambient conditions. (a) Raman spectra of graphite samples
quenched from various high pressures. For comparison, Raman spectra of diamond, bulk HOPG starting material, and powdered graphite are also
shown. The D, G, D’ and D* bands are labeled. (b) SEM image of bulk HOPG starting material. (c) SEM image of sample recovered from cold-
compression to 50 GPa. The scale bars represent 2 mm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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synchrotron x-ray inelastic scattering measurements have suggested
that graphite at these high-pressure conditions changes from p-
bonds tos-bonds5 which is not inconsistent with ourmeasurements.
Quenched Measurements. As compared to the bulk HOPG starting
material, the wide peak shape of the pressure-quenched H-graphite
suggests that the microstructure of H-graphite in the quenched
samples is distinct from the starting material, as illustrated at the
top of Fig. 1. We also collected Raman spectra on samples quenched
from different pressures and on starting HOPG, powdered graphite,
as well as diamond at ambient conditions (Fig. 4a). Like H-graphite
particles, the Raman spectra of recovered samples showD, G, D’, and
D* bands at 1348, 1581, 1623, and 2699 cm21, respectively38. A weak
D-band signal is also detected in the bulk HOPG starting material.
The recovered sample is not cubic diamond as its D band deviates
from the characteristic Raman mode for sp3-bonded diamond,
centered at 1332 cm21. The intense and broad Raman D bands for
the recovered samples are consistent with the observations reported
for sub-micron sized graphite38,39. The intensity ratio between D and
G bands in Raman spectra can be correlated with the grain size of
graphite40. At the onset of the phase transition to M-carbon,
,19.2 GPa, the intensity of the D band starts increasing relative to
that of the starting HOPG material, suggesting that the well-aligned
layered structure of HOPG begins to disorder and fragment into
smaller crystallites. After higher-pressure treatments (32–50 GPa),
the similar intensities of normalized D bands in the recovered
samples suggest that the grain size of quenched samples may be
determined by that of M-carbon if the sample is quenched from
pressures where the phase transition is complete. Furthermore, the
microstructure of theHOPG startingmaterial and recovered samples
were investigated by SEM, as shown in Figs. 4b and 4c. To facilitate
morphologic observations of the HOPG starting material, we gently
cut the surface parallel to the c axis to expose the inner structure. Bulk
HOPG shows a well-aligned, layered structure with micron-sized
grains (?1 mm). In contrast, the recovered sample is
nanocrystalline with grain sizes of 100-200 nm, consistent with the
observed broad XRD peaks, Raman spectroscopic measurements on
quenched samples, and TEM.
Kinetics of the Phase Transition. In the present study, we explore
the sluggishness of the phase transition fromH-graphite toM-carbon at
selected pressures using synchrotron XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and
optical microscopy. As revealed in Fig. 6a, the photomicrographs taken
immediately after reaching 6.9 and 19.8 GPa show no visual difference.
At 19.8 GPa, a few dark spots appeared after a relaxation time of 1 hour
and their abundance increased with longer relaxation times (Fig. 6c–e).
After a relaxation time of 93 hours, the sample surface appears dark.
This drop in optical reflectivity marks the onset of the phase transi-
tion which is consistent with previous observations and suggests that
the high-pressure phase is less conductive than graphite, likely in-
sulating21,22. Subsequently, at constant loading (with a pressure drop
from the initial 19.8 to 19.2 GPa due to relaxation) we collected XRD
patterns (Fig. 1) to corroborate the presence of the new phase. The
measured pressure decrease during relaxation is consistent with a
smaller unit-cell volume of M-carbon as compared to H-graphite
(Fig. 2c). We monitored the phase transition by XRD at pressures of
24.9 and 26.3 GPa with relaxation times of 9 and 6.3 hours,
respectively. In both cases, the intensity of (2111) peak, the most
intense line of M-carbon, increases with time, indicating that the
volumetric abundance of M-carbon relative to H-graphite increases
Figure 5 | (a) Raman spectra ofHOPG collected under room temperature
and high pressure up to 30 GPa. The G peak from the HOPG sample is
labeled and boxed. (b) Full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the G
peak of HOPG under compression. At pressures above ,20 GPa, the
FWHM increases, showing the disappearance of H-graphite and
appearance of the new high-pressure phase.
Figure 6 | Photomicrographs (reflected light) andXRDpatterns show the
evolution of compressed sample as a function of relaxation time. Images
taken at pressures of (a) 6.9 and (b) 19.8 GPa, respectively, in which the
dark spots come from ruby chips. Images obtained at a nominal pressure of
19.8 GPa after relaxation times of (c) 1, (d) 51, and (e) 93 hours,
respectively. (f) XRD patterns immediately obtained at pressures of 24.9
and 26.3 GPa and after 9 and 6.3 hours of relaxation time, respectively.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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(Fig. 6f). Our further synchrotron XRD study suggests that M-carbon is
stable under high pressure (,50 GPa) and does not transform into
another phase even over the course of nearly one year.
Equations of State. The equations of state of M-carbon and H-graphite
are determined by fitting the pressure-volume data sets to a second-
order Birch-Murnaghan EOS41,42, as shown in Fig. 2c. The obtained bulk
moduli for M-carbon and H-graphite are in good agreement with
previous experimental and computational results8–10,25,43 (Table 1). We
find the bulk modulus of M-carbon to be 365638 GPa, thus is one
of the stiffest materials known comparable to that of cubic-BN
(38764 GPa)44 and wurtzitic BN (37569 GPa)45. The compressibility
along each lattice axis of H-graphite and M-carbon are calculated by a
Birch-Murnaghan-like formulism fitting, as shown in the Figs. 2a & 2b
and Table 1. The highly anisotropic compressibility within atomic layers
and between layers in H-graphite are consistent with previously
reported values9,10. M-carbon also shows anisotropic compressibilities
along lattice axes: the a axis is stiffest and the b and c axes are roughly
equivalent (Table 1).
Mechanical Strength. Upon releasing pressure to ambient con-
ditions, we observed cracks on the culets of the diamond anvils,
which follow the sample boundary in the gasket hole (Fig. 7) similar
to anvil damage observed previously5. This observation suggests the
presence of a carbon phase with similar mechanical properties to
diamond and a similar sp3 carbon bond topology, consistent with
most of the predicted high-pressure carbon phases. However, the
XRD data (Fig. 3) supports M-carbon as this phase and the damage
to the diamond culets provides additional evidence that the
mechanical strength of M-carbon rivals that of diamond as
estimated previously25. The severity of the anvil’s damage depends
on the highest pressure achieved during compression. At 32 GPa,
only a microcrack emerged on the anvil’s surface following the
sample’s boundary (Fig. 7b). However, at 50 GPa, M-carbon
fractured the diamond anvils following the sample’s boundary,
deforming and indenting the central portion of diamond such that
the exertion of highly-concentrated stress on the gasket-diamond
contact area lead to severe damage on the outer portion of the culet
(Fig. 7c). This is consistent with previous observations of culet damage
due to room-temperature compression of graphite5.
Discussion
We have studied the phase transition of graphite under compression
and decompression at room temperature. Under compression,
graphite transforms directly, albeit sluggishly, intoM-carbon accom-
panied by a decrease in grain size, which is induced by disordering
and buckling of the graphite layers as well as the formation of s-
bonds and the removal of p-bonds5. On decompression, M-carbon
first partially transforms into R-graphite and eventually back into H-
graphite. The high bulk modulus, measured in the present study and
predicted by previous ab-initio computations, along with the experi-
mental evidence that M-carbon has the ability to indent diamond
anvils, indicates that this new carbon phase has mechanical prop-
erties similar to diamond. Furthermore, our observations of the
phase transformation kinetics are in good agreement with optical23
and electrical resistance measurements37. Additionally, the kinetics
of the cold-compressed transition of graphite to M-carbon has been
recently found to be energetically more favorable than the same
transition of graphite to either bct-C4 or W-carbon structures or
any other sp3 forms of carbon46, consistent with our observations
of M-carbon formation. Our results provide strong evidence that
only the M-carbon structure is consistent with the observed x-ray
diffraction patterns.
Methods
High-Pressure Diamond-Anvil Cell Experiments. In the current investigation, a
sample of ‘‘calibration SPI-1 grade’’ HOPG commercially obtained from SPI Supplies
was used as the starting material in our DAC experiments. A rhenium foil was used as
the gasket material and was pre-indented to a thickness of 35 mmwith a 120 mm hole
drilled in the center for the sample chamber. The polycrystalline sample was carefully
cleaved from the HOPG sheet and loaded into the gasket hole. We also placed a few
ruby spheres into the gasket hole for pressure determination. A mixture of methanol,
ethanol and water (MEW, 165351 volume ratio) served as a pressure-transmitting
medium in some of the experiments. When used, MEW provided a quasi-hydrostatic
sample environment at least beforeMEWbecomes a glass at a pressure of,11 GPa47.
Even so, graphite is soft, at least initially along the c-axis (the axis of compression)9,10
so that it acts as its own pressure medium. In either type of loading, the XRD patterns
were not contaminated with the diffraction from typical pressure media used in DAC
experiments (e.g., Ar, Ne orNaCl), whichwould have led to overlap of XRDpeaks and
further difficulty in observing the already weak peaks from carbon. Within our
experimental uncertainties, the volumes obtained with and without the MEW
pressure medium are indistinguishable. Additionally, the XRD peak widths at the
highest pressures, although broad, are no broader than XRD peaks collected on high-
pressure graphite using helium as a pressure medium5, suggesting that peak
broadness is not only due to non-hydrostaticity but also due to grain size and
relaxation times. The high-pressure synchrotron XRD experiments were performed
at sectors 16-IDB, 16-BMD and 13-BMD of Advanced Photon Source (APS) at the
ArgonneNational Laboratory as well as at CALIPSO of Advanced Light Source (ALS)
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The incident monochromatic x-ray
beams (l5 0.414671 A˚ at 16-IDB, 0.413280 A˚ at 16-BMD andCALIPSO, 0.3344 A˚ at
13-BMD) were focused down to 5210 mm in diameter, and the XRD patterns were
collected on a MAR345 image plate and integrated with the software package
FIT2D48. Raman spectra were obtained by using a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabramHR800
equipped with a 532 nm laser and 1800 g/mm grating.
Birch-Murnaghan Equation of State. The Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS)
was used to determine the bulk moduli of the observed carbon phases during compres-
sion and decompression. The third-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS41,42 is given by:
P~3f 1z2fð Þ5=2K0 1zf 32K
0
0{6
  
where f~
1
2
V
V0
 {2=3
{1
" #
.
V0 and V are the unit-cell volumes at ambient and high-pressure conditions,
respectively, and K0 and K0’ are ambient isothermal bulk modulus and its pressure
Figure 7 | Photomicrographs showing the damaged diamond anvils after high-pressure experiments. (a) Photomicrograph of graphite loaded in a
DAC at ambient pressure. (b) Minor scratch on the anvil surface by M-carbon after reaching a maximum pressure of 32 GPa. The photo was taken after
the experiment with reflected light. (c) Severely damaged anvil surface byM-carbon after reaching a maximum pressure of 50 GPa. The photo was taken
after the experiment with transmitted light. All culets are 300 mm in diameter.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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derivative, respectively. We also fit the lattice parameters to a Birch-Murnaghan-like
formulism by replacingV andV0with a3 and a03, b3 and b03, and c3 and c03 respectively,
yielding each a linear modulus K0a, K0b and K0c, with corresponding pressure deri-
vatives K0a’, K0b’ and K0c’ 49.
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